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Digital procurement
for every business
of every size.
As always, the more information you
have, the better decisions you can make.
CompleatProcure provides digital spend
data to assist in making the best decision
possible, allowing you to make use of that
goldmine you’re already sitting on!
It can be as simple as “What did I pay
for this the last time”, or as detailed as
consolidating multiple vendors who offer
similar products & services.
Ultimately, the goals are the same,
whatever the scale:
Reduce the costs of what you already buy.
Achieve savings.
Do it all online & with preferred vendors.
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Integrated Online Buying.
As individuals, we all know why we buy online. It’s convenient,
offers the most options & enables us to get the “best value”
with our own time & money.
It’s now time for every organization of every size to start
proactively increasing their online purchasing as part of their
procurement & accounts payable automation strategy.
In June 2020, we carried out a detailed spend review of over
209k+ of aggregated purchases by our customers on common
“indirect” spend. We then compared this against the prices on
Amazon Business for the same or equivalent products.
According to the review, the average savings available was 32%.
The more businesses buy online, the more they save, but that
isn’t the only advantage, other benefits include:

Best purchasing experience.
Best value on every purchase.
Next day delivery (when needed).
Possibility for advanced automation.
Gain an accurate view of all expenditure.
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Digital Procurement.
To identify & deliver savings on spend, you must
ﬁrst have access to granular data on what you
already buy. For almost every organization
today, the only place this information exists is in
a filing cabinet, printed on every invoice dating
back to day one.
Historically, the time & cost of processing
this data just to start a spend review, made
the exercise almost impossible for smaller
organizations with lower levels of spend.
For larger organizations these reviews would
often only look at the largest value invoices
where the savings were easiest to find, rarely
would businesses consider reviewing their tail
end spend.
These roadblocks are now obsolete thanks to our
e-Invoicing technologies, enabling the capture &
digitization of every invoice we process.
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The data captured not only includes the vendor & invoice
header information, but more critically, also includes
every line-item code, description, unit of measurement,
quantity, & price paid.

Our CompleatProcure Savings-as-a-Service includes:
Full spend review.

At the time of writing, the aggregated spend data
captured by Compleat was over $13bn across over
100,000 suppliers, delivering unparalleled insight into
the prices paid for millions of products across multiple
geographies.

Identification of potential savings, by category.

Using the spend data captured for each customer,
our advanced CompleatProcure applications & spend
analytics reporting make it incredibly simple for
organizations to identify & deliver savings across every
aspect of spend.

Consulting services.

For those organizations that do not have a dedicated
purchasing department, Compleat has procurement
professionals on staff, as well as partnerships with a
growing number of cost management consultancies.

Best practice purchasing.

This means we can readily provide expertise & resources
to enable our customers to identify & deliver substantial
& sustainable savings with minimal effort.
Finally – digital procurement is no longer limited to large
corporations; it can now be scaled to fit the needs of all
businesses – regardless of size.

Spend data capture & consolidation.
Automated tender & vendor selection.

Reports on savings.
Maverick spend analysis.

The following section provides a high-level summary of the
information available from CompleatProcure which includes
the spend data, analytics & reporting capabilities that are
made available through a subscription fee.
This gives each customer secure access to their real-time data
& utilizes data visualization software to present, manipulate, &
export to Excel (or other reporting platforms).
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CompleatProcure – Advanced Spend Analytics Reporting.
Exactly what it says. This is a subscription service that provides real-time access to detailed spend analytics & finance reporting for any
invoices processed by Compleat.



Supplier Spend.



Spend Category Analysis.

CompleatCapture extracts all the supplier invoice information for every transaction processed. Delivering the spend data
analysis (tracked in real-time) for all purchases. Broken down by supplier over time, with the ability to drill down to further
spend analytics, including line-level.

Indirect suppliers are allocated a spend category (& sub-category) code to deliver instant spend category management.
This is a fundamental step in delivering savings as it identiﬁes all vendors used within a spend category, enabling the
consolidation of similar vendors to achieve savings.
It also reduces the accounts payable overhead of managing multiple vendors at the same time. Customers can also add
their own category analysis to meet their requirements for both direct & indirect spend.
Compleat provides the savings analysis projections from this data based on the average savings achieved on over $280m of
previous projects. Considering any previous cost management exercise to identify “quick wins” that will deliver the fastest
savings & project ROI.
The objective is to enable our customers to systematically work through every aspect of their spend over time for cost
optimization & then utilizing online buying wherever possible, to ensure the successful adoption of preferred suppliers to
deliver the savings.
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Spend Line-Level Analysis & Tendering.
The ability to access & manipulate invoice line-level data is fundamental to any cost savings project. This
data is available on-demand & maintained in real-time for every invoice processed through Compleat.
Our customers leverage our procurement services for this analysis process, as it requires a detailed
understanding of each category of spend to successfully identify & consolidate “equivalent” products
from multiple suppliers, & then delivers a tender that is both accurate & in a format that makes it easy for
potential suppliers to respond.
Compleat (and our Cost Optimization Partners) makes extensive use of online tendering applications to
simplify the tendering process & subsequent cost analysis to identify the preferred supplier. The ﬁnal
preferred supplier selection always remains with the customer.



Spend Savings Forecasting & Savings Achieved.
A successful cost optimization project is only quantified by the value of the savings it achieves.
CompleatProcure reports indicate which spend to review & tender, identifying areas of spend that will
provide the best savings against time invested to deliver a fast ROI.
Our reporting has been designed to remove ambiguity over the level of success achieved for each savings
project, while also highlighting all “maverick spend” to show savings lost to non-compliance & ensure all
staff adhere to the best practice purchasing mandate of each customer.
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Spend Analytics Over Time.
The objectives of these reports are to provide simple access to the spend data required to compare
spending between locations. This includes how that spend is growing or reducing & also quantifying how
the spend peaks & troughs over time. This information is invaluable as a component of any budgeting &
cashflow forecasting activity.

Supplier Category Management & Consolidation.
A common objective of any spend management project is to reduce the number of suppliers in use across
the organisation, consolidating the many to a few to drive best value pricing.
These reports track the total number of suppliers in use, by location, & whether the number is increasing or
reducing. They also identify which suppliers are being used by each location & the value of spend over time.
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Spend by Location.
The objective of these reports is to provide a visual representation of spend by location, whether as a total
or by category or supplier. These reports provide a very convenient means to understand current spend
activities & drilling down into the absolute details.

Accounting / ERP Software Supplier Consolidation.
A common challenge for the ﬁnance department in a multi-location / multi-entity organisation is that a
single vendor can end up with multiple accounts across individual purchase ledgers (or even within a single
ledger).
These reports extract the vendor information across all ledgers & highlight probable duplications to enable
all entities to adopt a common coding & naming convention.
This discipline is an essential component of any strategic spend management process, as it ensures that
our customers achieve the best possible savings from their cost optimisation project.
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Saving-as-a-Service.
Compleat enables every business, of every size, to save more time & more money than any of our
competitors, simply because they only focus on automation of the purchasing & accounts payable process.
Compleat (& our Spend Optimisation Partners) offers a full turnkey procurement service, whether to add
additional resources & category management expertise to existing resources, or to deliver the end-to-end
service.
Our unique technologies allow us to:
•
•
•

Capture & report on corporate spend
Enable integrated online buying with organizations like Amazon Business
Provide procurement expertise, or even undertake procurement projects entirely

These three factors allow us to make saving money the heart of your purchasing & accounts payable
automation strategy.
In today’s uncertain world, every CFO is focused on finding better ways to conserve cash & reduce costs
whilst increasing productivity, Compleat offers the most compelling solution to meet those challenges;
combined with a truly compelling cash ROI.
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ASA Premium.
For those that need extra detail. ASA Premium grants you access to our data lake at line-level for deep dive
analysis.
Particularly pertinent for customers that have large overall spend & want to find even more opportunities
for savings.
Have your own reporting software already? ASA Premium includes API access into our database to
seamlessly integrate with your current reporting software, so you don’t need yet another piece of software
on your system.
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